We present in detail a class of solutions to the 4D SU (∞) Moyal Anti Self Dual Yang Mills equations that are related to reductions of the generalized Moyal Nahm quations using the Ivanova-Popov ansatz. The former yields solutions to the ASDYM/SDYM equations for arbitary gauge groups. A further dimensional reduction yields solutions to the Moyal Anti Self Dual Gravitational equations. The Self Dual Yang Mills /Self Dual Gravity case requires a separate study. SU (2) and SU (∞) ( continuous) Moyal Toda equations are derived and solutions to the latter equations in implicit form are proposed via the LaxBrockett double commutator formalism . Finally, the generalized Moyal Nahm equations are conjectured that contain the continuous SU (∞) Moyal Toda equation after a suitable reduction. An embedding of the latter equation into the former is proposed.
I. Introduction
The quantization program of the 3D continuous Toda theory ( 2D Toda molecule ) is a challenging enterprise that we believe would enable us to understand many of the features of the quantum dynamics and spectra of the quantum self dual membrane [1] . This is based on the observation that the light-cone-gauge ( spherical) supermembrane moving in a D dimensional flat spacetime background has a correspondence with a D − 1 SU (∞) Super Yang-Mills theory , dimensionally reduced to one temporal dimension; i.e. with a SU (∞) supersymmetric gauge quantum mechanical model ( matrix model) [2, 6] .
It was shown in [1] that exact ( particular) solutions of the D = 11 light-cone ( spherical) supermembrane , related to the D = 10 SU (∞) SYM theory, could be constructed based on a particular class of reductions of the SYM equations from higher dimensions to four dimensions [3] . In particular, solutions of the D = 10 YM equations given by the D = 10 YM potentials , A µ , can be obtained in terms of the 4D YM potentials, A i , that obey the D = 4 Self Dual YM equations. Dimensional reductions of the latter SU (∞) SDYM equations to one temporal dimension are equivalent to the SU (∞) Nahm equations in the temporal gauge A 0 = 0.
Finally, the embedding of the continuous SU (∞) Toda equation into the SU (∞) Nahm equations was performed in [1] based on the connection between the D = 5 self dual membrane and the SU (2) Toda molecule/chain equations [4] . A continuous Toda theory in connection to self dual gravity was al so found by Chapline and Yamagishi [5] in the description of a three-dimensional version of anyon superconductivity. Based on the theory of gravitational instantons a 3D model describing the condensation of quasiparticles ( chirons ) with properties related to fractional statistics was found.
The classical Toda theory can be obtained also from a rotational Killing symmetry reduction [15] of the 4D Self Dual Gravitational (SDG) equations expressed in terms of Plebanski first heavenly form that furnish ( complexified) self dual metrics of the form : ds 2 = (∂ x i ∂xj Ω)dx i dx j for x i = y, z;x j =ỹ,z and Ω is Plebanski first heavenly form. The latter equations can, in turn, be obtained from a dimensional reduction of the 4D SU (∞) Self Dual Yang Mills equations (SDYM), an effective 6D theory [7, 8] and references therein. The Lie algebra su(∞) was shown to be isomorphic ( in a basis dependent limit) to the Lie algebra of area preserving diffeomorphisms of a 2D surface, sdif f (Σ) by Hoppe [2] . It is for this reason that a WWM quantization of the reductions of Plebanski first heavenly equation will be used in this letter.
Using our results of [9] based on [10] we have shown that a WWM [11] quantization approach yields a straighforward quantization scheme for the 3D continuous Toda theory ( 2D Toda molecule). Supersymmetric extensions can be carried out following [4] where we wrote down the supersymmetric analog of the heavenly equations for SD Supergravity. Simple solutions are proposed. There are fundamental differences between our results and those which have appeared in the literature . Among these are (i) One is not taking the limit ofh → 0 while having N = ∞ in the classical SU (N ) Nahm equations. (ii) We are working with the generalized Moyal-Nahm equations involving a Moyal bracket w.r.t an enlarged phase space , q, p, q ′ , p ′ and not with the standard SU (2) Moyal-Nahm equations involving a Moyal bracket w.r.t q, p only. We haveh = 0; N = ∞ simultaneously. (iii) The connection with the self dual membrane and W ∞ algebras was proposed in [1] . The results of [10] become very useful in the implementation of the WWM quantization program and in the embedding of the SU (2) Moyal-Nahm solutions into the generalized Moyal-Nahm equations studied in the present work.
In the next section we present in detail a class of solutions to the 4D SU (∞) Moyal Anti Self Dual Yang Mills equations that are related to reductions of the generalized Moyal Nahm quations using the Ivanova-Popov ansatz. The former yields solutions to the ASDYM/SDYM equations for arbitary gauge groups. A further dimensional reduction yields solutions to the Moyal Anti Self Dual Gravitational equations. The Self Dual Yang Mills /Self Dual Gravity case requires a separate study. In III the SU (2) and SU (∞) Moyal Toda equations are derived and solutions to the latter equations in implicit form are proposed via the Lax-Brockett double commutator formalism of the continuous Toda equation [13] . Finally, in IV, the generalized Moyal Nahm equations are provided that contain the continuous SU (∞) Moyal Toda equation after a suitable reduction. A plausible embedding of the latter equation into the former is discussed . The most salient feature of the generalized Moyal-Nahm equation is that it involves an effective 8D theory associated with symplectic diffeomorphisms of a 4D manifold. This 8D effective theory may have an important role in understanding the quantum dynamics of the 11D supermembrane based on the the M(atrix) Membrane models and their integrability properties [6, 23] .
In the conclusion we discuss briefly how deformation quantization techniques for higher dimensional volume forms, the Zariski quantization [22] , may be used to quantize p branes. Other types of deformations are possible, like those which give up the associative character of the Moyal product, the so-called q deformations, and which can be used to construct deformations of the self dual membrane we refer to [24] . We expect that a q-Moyal defor-mation program of the self dual membrane might yield important information about how to quantize the full membrane theory beyond the self dual exactly integrable sector and that the particle/soliton spectrum of the underlying Conformal Affine Toda models will shed some light into the particle content of the more general theory [1, 9] II. The SU (∞) MOYAL ASDYM/SDYM equations We will study in this section the Moyal 4D SU (∞) ASDYM/SDYM in connection to the ASDG/SDG equations and the continuous 2D Toda molecule. To begin with, the Moyal bracket of two YM potentials A y , Aỹ, for example, can be expanded in powers ofh as [15] :
where C 2s+1 l are the binomial coefficients. The crucial difference between the solutions of the SU (2) Moyal-Nahm eqs [10] and the generalized Moyal-Nahm case is that one must have an extra explicit dependence on another set of phase space variables, q ′ , p ′ . In particular, those reductions of the generalized Moyal Nahm equations that are linked to the Moyal Toda equations must have an extra t dependence for the YM potentials. The continuous Toda molecule equation as well as the usual Toda system may be written in the double commutator form of the Brockett equation [13] :
L has the form
with the connections A ± taking values in the subspaces G o ⊕ G ±1 of some Z-graded continuum Lie algebra G = ⊕ m G m of a novel class. H = X o (κ) is a continuous limit of the Cartan element of the principal sl(2) subalgebra of G. The functions κ(τ, t), u(τ, t), ρ(τ, t) satisfied certain equations given in [13] . Upon the elimination of u one obtains the Toda equation. A naive look at (2) might beg the question : Where is the t dependence ? The t dependence is encoded in the continuum algebra commutation relations of the generators that are parametrized by a family of functions depending on both τ, t. It is in this fashion that the t dependence makes its presence in (2).
To implement the Weyl Wigner Moyal (WWM) prescription , one may consider the case when G is a group of unitary operators acting in the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on the line, L 2 (R 1 ). Then, G is now the associated ( continuum ) Lie algebra of self-adjoint operators acting in the Hilbert space, L 2 (R 1 ). The operator-valued ( acting in the Hilbert space) quantities depend on the two coordinates, τ, t obey the operator version of the Brockett equation and after the WWM map reads :
where L(τ, t, q, p;h), H(τ, t, q, p;h) are the corresponding elements in the phase space after performing the WWM map. The main problem with this approach is that we do not have representations of the continuum Z-graded Lie algebras in the Hilbert space, L 2 (R 1 ) and, consequently, we cannot evaluate the matrix elements < q − ξ 2 |L(r, τ )|q + ξ 2 >; <Ĥ >. For this reason we have to recur to another methods to solve this problem. The quantities L, H are defined as :
the latter matrix elements, if known, suffice to determine the quantities L and H associated with the 2D continuous Toda molecule equation.
Despite not knowing the explicit operator form ofL(τ, t) andĤ(τ, t) acting in the Hilbert space, L 2 (R 1 ), one may still write down solutions for the continuous Moyal-Toda equation. This can be achieved starting from the original Moyal SDYM/ASDYM equations associated with the SU (∞) group in D = 4 and looking for solutions. Ivanova and Popov [3] , in a summary of YM equations in D ≥ 4, have discussed that solutions to the ASDYM/SDYM equations in D = 4 for an arbitrary Lie group, G, which are linked to the Nahm equations may be obtained from the ansatz :
The 'T Hooft matrices obey the quaternionic algebra :
The function φ obeys :∂ µ ∂ µ φ = 0 (ASDYM ) and φ = x µ x µ (SDYM ) and the Lie algebra valued f unctions T α (φ) = T A α (φ)L A , for α = 1, 2, 3 satisfy the Nahm quations w.r.t the φ function :
where the ± corresponds to the SDYM/ASDYM case. Notice that the simple reflection : T α → −T α converts the SDYM to the ASDYM solutions with the proviso that now φ obeys the 4D Laplace equation. It is important to emphasize that the Ivanova-Popov ansatz will yield solutions to the Moyal deformations of the Anti-Self Dual Gravitational equations in 4D from dimensional reductions of the SU (∞) ASDYM equations. However, this will not be the case for the self-dual gravitational equations that can be obtained from reductions of the SU (∞) SDYM equations. The Ivanova-Popov ansatz will not yield solutions to the Moyal deformations of the SDG equations. Another type of solutions will be required. A WWM quantization requires writing down the symbol map of the operators acting in the Hilbert space, L 2 (R 1 ), associated with the three Lie algebra valued functions,T α so the Moyal Nahm equations are :
with
whereT α is a representation of the Lie algebra valued operators in L 2 (R 1 ). A particular class of solutions of the SU (2) Moyal-Nahm equations in terms of the Jacobi elliptic functions has been given by [10] :
where the scalar function φ has a correspondence with one, and only one, temporal parameter , φ → τ ( which is clearly a solution of Laplace equation in the ASDYM case but does not correspond to the φ = x µ x µ required in the SDYM case). When φ → τ the ansatz of (7) gives that A 0 = 0, A i ∼ T i and as expected the SU (2) Moyal Nahm equations involve the three components of a f our vector and the derivatives are taken w.r.t the temporal variable τ that does not transform as a scalar like φ.
By SU (2) Moyal Nahm it is meant that the solutions (10) in [10] were obtained by performing the WWM map which takes operators belonging to the Hilbert space, L 2 (R 1 ) , into functions of q, p. Beforehand, the Wolf representation of the SU (2) Lie-algebra valued generators, in matrix form using the Pauli spin matrices, A a i τ a , needs to be used prior to evaluating the WWM map. i.e; it is essential to use a representation which takes the three Pauli spin SU (2) matrices into three known operators inq,p. It is in this sense that one may speak of SU (2) Moyal Nahm equations.
The generalized Moyal Nahm equations require an extra set of variables : q ′ , p ′ that must be introduced to account for the area-preserving diffs algebra associated with a 4D manifold instead of a two-dim surface ( sphere, torus) so now T α (φ; q, p,h; q ′ , p ′ ) The Moyal brackets are then computed w.r.t the enlarged phase space involving the q, p and q ′ , p ′ . We shall discuss this in detail in the last section. Nevertheless, the generalized "SU (∞)" Moyal-Nahm equations admit reductions to the continuous Moyal Toda equations and equations directly linked to the 4D SU (∞) Moyal ASDYM/SDYM equations. We refrain from using the term SU (∞) Moyal Nahm because it is not really a WWM quantization of the classical SU (∞) Nahm equations but , instead, one has Moyal deformations of the algebra of symplectic diffs in 4D. Such algebra is an infinite dimensional extension of the area-preserving diffs of a two-dim surface [20] .
The reduction one is referring can be attained simply by imposing the dimensional reduction conditions : q = q ′ , p = p ′ which will reduce the phase space in half and the Moyal bracket will involve one pair of phase space variables only and not two copies of the same pair. In this fashion one has now a set of functions depending on six variables instead of eight :
From now on, by reduction of the generalized Moyal Nahm equations we mean that reduction implied by eq-(11a). A futher dimensional reduction/restriction on the x µ coordinates is needed in order to match the t, τ variables required in the original classical continuous Toda equation, φ must be after a dimensional reduction φ = φ(τ, t).
Firstly, this may obtained by a dimensional reduction of the six variables to four in (11a); i.e from 6D to 4D, which is how in the first place the Moyal SDG equations are obtained from a dimensional reduction of 4D SU (∞) SDYM [7, 8] . A further rotational Killing symmetry reduction is needed from the Moyal heavenly equation to the 3D continuous Toda theory . First of all, in the ASDYM case, φ obeys the 4D Laplace equation ∂ µ ∂ µ φ = 0 . Upon complexification one may choose the variables x µ to be related to f our out of the six variables : y, z,ỹ,z; q, p, and the dimensional reduction is chosen for the scalar φ as follows :
so the functions are of the form
The dimensional reduction conditions in [8, 9] were of the type :
The ASDYM read : F yỹ + F zz = 0 and F yz = 0 , Fỹz = 0. The Moyal heavenly form is : Ω(w,w, q, p,h) and in effect a dimensional reduction from a 6D theory to a 4D is obtained. The Toda requires an additional reduction that shall be discused below. The Moyal deformed YM potentials are [8, 9] :
Under T → −T , then A → −A and the ASDYM case is retrieved :
so that the Moyal heavenly equations are equivalent to a zero curvature condition :
( the minus sign , −1 is due to the ASDYM case related to the Anti Self Dual Gravity in 4D) so one learns from eqs-(7,13) that there is a direct relation between the three functions T α appearing in (7) and the Ω obeying (14) using the reductions (12) . Before this can be achieved it is essential to perform a gauge transformation from the YM potentials in (13) to the new ones :
Choosing a Λ depending on y, z,ỹ,z only and not on q, p gives :
The choice Λ = 1 2 (yỹ + zz) + f (y, z) is the adequate one that yieldsÂỹ,Âz as functions solely of w,w, q, p. It is now that one can equate in the ASDYM case :
where the YM potentialsÂỹ =Â 2 + iÂ 3 , andÂz =Â 0 + iÂ 1 obtained from the ansatz (7), are :
Concluding, plugging the values of the YM potentials (16) directly into (15) yields the solutions of the Moyal ASDG equations (14) related to the reductions of the generalized Moyal Nahm equations ( when the phase space is reduced in half, q = q ′ , p = p ′ ) that are encoded in the ansatz (7) which solves the ASDYM equations in 4D for the SU (∞) . The Moyal heavenly form is then, up to integration "constants", f (q, p) :
where the YM potentials are explicitly given by ( 16a,16b). Eq-(16c) is the main result of this section. It remains to determine the function φ, whereas the T α may be solved as follows , for example, by using the solutions of the SU (2) Moyal-Nahm equations given by (10)
The minus signs are due to the fact that the ASDYM equations are the ones related to the solutions of the Laplace equation and where it is essential that this embedding restricts the space of solutions φ(x µ ) to depend solely on τ, t. An explicit example will be given shortly. In this fashion, the direct relation between the Moyal deformed ASDYM potentials appearing in (16, 17) and the Moyal heavenly form obeying (14) may be obtained from eqs- (15) .
These reductions are also compatible with the fact that the Toda equations for SU (N ) are obtained from particular reductions of Nahm equations which, in turn, can be represented in a Lax pair form :
Consequently , in the N = ∞ limit, one can recast the continuous Moyal-Toda equations in the double commutator form after the following identifications, see (4), :
where the T α obey (9) . From eqs-(9,18,19) one learns that φ must obey the condition :
the w,w are in general functions of τ, t.
There is also another reduction from the generalized Moyal Nahm equations to the Moyal continuous Toda equation which shall be studied in IV that differs from the reduction obtained from eq-(11a). Such reduction involves using the enlarged phase space variables q, p, q ′ , p and is obtained by setting φ → τ , t = q ′ and by integrating out the p ′ variable after a suitable ansatz for the three functions T α . Whereas the reduction obtained from (11a) involves incorporating the τ, t variables through the scalar function φ(τ, t) and recurring to the Lax-Brockett formalism. We shall go back to the Lax-Brockett double commutator form of the Moyal Toda equations in section III. The case we are studying requires that one performs a series of coordinate redefinitions and dimensional reductions from 6D to 4D :
; q, p} → {y, z,ỹ,z; q, p} → {w,w; q, p} → {τ, t; q, p}.
The Laplace equation fixes the family of functions φ . Due to the dimensional reduction, the 4D Laplace operator degenerates to zero , this can be verified by simple inspection :
One can verify that the Laplace operator acting on φ :
as a result of the dimensional reduction, φ(w,w), the 4D Laplace operator acting on φ degenerates to zero. i.e. Any function of the form φ = φ(w,w) obeys automatically the 4D Laplace equation. If one wishes one may restrict the solutions of the 4D Laplace equation, ∂ µ ∂ µ φ(w,w) = 0, for arbitary functions φ to those obeying the 2D Laplace equation , instead, :
In this fashion one can remove the arbitrariness of φ. It is important to emphasize that w = w * and that τ, t are complex valued since the Moyal heavenly equations are defined in complexif ied 4D spacetime. A real slice may be taken by choosingw = w * which implies that τ, t must be real. The general solution to the 2D ( complexified in general ) Laplace equation is : φ = f (τ + it) + g(τ − it) for f, g arbitary. Hence, one may choose without loss of generality the following solutions to the reductions of the generalized Moyal-Nahm equations related to the SU (∞) ASDYM equations in 4D :
Inserting the above solutions into eqs-(16a-16b) give automatically through eqs-(15b) an explicit solution, eq-(16c), to the Moyal deformations of the ASDG equations in 4D given in eq-(14). The above solutions to the reductions of the generalized Moyal-Nahm equations are parametrized by an arbitrary family of functions of right/left movers, f (τ +it), g(τ −it).
The Moyal Toda equations due to (20) restrict these family of right/left movers f, g to satisfy the following additional constraint in addition to the two-dim Laplace equation :
There are three simple cases to consider , take b = 0, :
i.e; case (i) belongs to the Strachan solutions ( studied below) of the SU (2) Moyal Nahm and Moyal Toda equations. This requires that
This will become clear when we study Strachan's solution to the SU (2) Moyal-Nahm equations. Cases (ii), (iii), are typical of the solutions described by (22a) that are related to a class of solutions of the SU (∞) ( continuous) Moyal Toda equations given by eq-(25) via the Lax-Brockett double commutator formalism in section III.
The main point of these results is that there must be an additional dependence on t ( besides the original τ dependence ) in the formulation of the reductions of the generalized Moyal-Nahm equations. Having found a particular choice for φ = f (τ + it) + g(τ − it), which solely depends on τ, t, a solution to eqs-(9) like eqs-(17,22a) will finally yield the sought after solution to the 4D SU (∞) ASDYM equations via the ansatz (7), as it has been explicitly provided above by eqs- (14, 15, 16, 17) . Once a solution has been found other solutions may be attained by the action of the infinite dimensional group of symmetries of the anti/self dual SU (∞) Yang-Mills and heavenly equations [17] . The symmetry group is an infinite dimensional affine Kac-Moody algebra associated with the algebra of areapreserving diffs.
The SDYM equations require a separate study since in this case φ = yỹ + zz is fixed and does not obey the Laplace equation. A different kind of reduction other than the Ivanova-Popov ansatz, via the Moyal Nahm equations, is necessary to obtain the Moyal SDG equations from the 4D SU (∞) SDYM equations. See [7, 10] . By setting :
one has another set of variables besides the w,w used in the ASDYM case. But whereas the latter could furnish solutions to the Moyal deformations of 4D ASDG, the Ivanova-Popov ansatz in the former SDYM case cannot be used to obtain solutions to Moyal deformations of 4D SDG although it does yield solutions to the 4D SU (∞) SDYM equations. Notice that one cannot equate the SO(4) invariant quantity x µ x µ with a non-invariant one like τ ( a coordinate). Whereas the quantity φ in the ASDYM case transforms as a scalar , however, this does not imply that it is SO(4) invariant :
. Concluding, the most general solution to the Moyal ASDG equations related to the reductions of the generalized Moyal Nahm equations (q = q ′ , p = p ′ ) may be parametrized by a family of functions obeying the 2D Laplace equation ( although in general they are parametrized by an arbitrary function φ(w,w) ) and whose solutions depend on two arbitary functions, f (τ + it), g(τ − it) as prescribed in (22a). Whereas the extra reduction condition (20) that constrains , for example, the functions, f, g , φ = f + g = τ ± it is the one required in order to obtain the SU (∞) continuous Moyal Toda equations , eq-(25) below. The case f + g = τ will be discussed in relation to Strachan's ansatz applied to reductions of the SU (2) Moyal Nahm equations that contain the SU (2) Moyal Toda equations. We proceed now to study the Moyal Toda equations in the next section.
III. The Moyal Toda Equations 3.1 The Lax-Brockett Double Commutator Form
Another route that will furnish the direct relation between the set of solutions to eq-(9), for example, eq-(17,22a), and the quantities L(u, ρ), H(κ) was already discussed in eqs- (18, 19, 20) . We return now to this discussion.
After the WWM map is performed , u, ρ, κ acquire and additional dependence on q, p,h. To illustrate this , let us look at the operator form of the continuous Toda equation :
The WWM map converting operators,ρ(τ, t) into functions in phase space ( making use of the symbol map ) yields :
Hence the Moyal continuous Toda molecule equations reads :
To recover the 2 + 1 continuous Toda requires replacing (∂ τ ) 2 by ∂ z + ∂ z − and setting ρ(z + , z − , t, q, p,h). Eq-(25) is the main equation of section III. In the last section we shall embed the continuous Moyal Toda equation into the generalized Moyal Nahm equations.
The h = 0 limit of (25) yields in the r.h.s the ordinary exponential, e ρ because in the classical limit the Moyal star product becomes the ordinary pointwise product of functions. Since in the classical limit, eq-(25) involves a differential equation w.r.t the variables τ, t , only, the classical limit of (25) does not determine the q, p dependence of ρ(τ, t, q, p,h = 0) which may be completely arbitrary. Assuming that ρ admits an expansion in powers ofh : ρ = h n ρ n (τ, t, q, p) one can impose the condition that the zeroth-order term does not depend on q, p : ρ 0 (τ, t, q, p) ≡ ρ class (τ, t). In this fashion theh = 0 limit reproduces the classical continuous Toda equation for ρ class (τ, t). This condition can also be derived from the master Legendre transform ( studied in 3.3) that maps the rotational Killing symmetry reductions of the Moyal SDG equations into the continuous Moyal Toda equations [9, 21] . Concluding, the zeroth-order term must be of the form ρ 0 = ρ 0 (τ, t).
A particular class of solutions of (25) related to eqs-(9) are obtained implicitly from the Lax-Brockett form relations (4, 18, 19) . Hence, a knowledge of the T α [φ(τ, t), q, p,h], as indicated for example in (22a) for the particular choice of φ = τ ± it, will determine automatically a class of solutions to the L(u, ρ) and H expressions that appear in the construction of the continuous Moyal Toda equation, eqs- (4, 19) . This allows one to bypass the arduous task of constructing representations of Z graded continuum Lie algebras as operators acting in the Hilbert space L 2 (R 1 ). To obtain an explicit solution to the u, ρ, κ functions in terms of τ, t, q, p,h is more complicated. This shall be discussed below .
Another way to obtain the continuous Moyal Toda equations directly without the need to use the Lax-Brockett double commutator formalism is to perform the master Legendre transform mapping Ω(y ′ ,ỹ ′ , z ′ ,z ′ ,h) obeying the Moyal SDG equations eq-(14) to ρ(τ, t, q, p,h) [1, 9] obeying the continuous Moyal Toda equations (25). Strachan [15] has shown that the SU (2) Moyal-Nahm equations admit a reduction to the classical continuous Toda chain in theh = 0 limit. Therefore, a reduction of the SU (2) generalized Moyal Nahm equations yields the continuous Moyal Toda equation (25) after a generalization of Strachan's ansatz. We continue with the Strachan ansatz and the master Legendre transform. The study of the geometry associated with these Moyal deformations has been given by [14] .
3.2 Strachan's Reduction of the SU (2) Moyal Nahm Equations to the SU (2) Moyal Toda Equations These require to use the following ansatz [16] in the SU (2) Moyal Nahm equations with the plus sign in the r.h.s of (8) , for the group SU (2) and with φ = τ :
Plugging this ansatz into the SU (2) Moyal Nahm equations allowed Strachan to sum the infinite power series in cosp, sinp after computing the Moyal bracket and to arrive at the following equation , after eliminating the function f (τ, t), :
the shift operators and ψ(τ, t,h) are defined :
Equation (27) is just the SU (2) Moyal Toda equation. It involves one field only , ψ, in the same way that the Liouville equation is tantamount of a sl(2) Toda field equation. Notice also that in the classical limit,h = 0 one recovers the classical continuous SU (∞) Toda molecule equation as expected. This can be easily seen by expanding : ψ(τ, t,h) = ψ 0 + h 2 ψ 2 +..... and plugging this value into (27). Theh = 0 limit reproduces again the classical continuous Toda equation for ψ 0 (τ, t) as eq-(25) did for ρ(τ, t, q, p,h = 0) = ρ class (τ, t).
It is an interesting question if one could find a representation of the su(2) Lie algebra in terms ofq,p operators that would yield Strachan's solutions after performing the WWM map. The solutions (26) clearly differ from (10) .
Eq-(25) is the Moyal continuous Toda molecule equation. The extra dependence on the two phase space variables, q, p is due to the WWM symbol map taking operators into functions in phase space. The t parameter is the one that encodes the continuum Lie algebra generators and commutation relations. In this case the continuum algebra is the algebra associated with the Poisson bracket algebra of the sphere, ∼ SU (∞). Notice that the SU (2) Moyal Toda equation is contained in the SU (2) Moyal Nahm equations and, similarily, the SU (∞) Moyal Toda , eq-(25), must be contained in the generalized Moyal Nahm equations ! It is precisely for this reason that the generalized Moyal Nahm equations must depend on an extra set of phase space variables as argued earlier prior to eq-(11a). This will be study in IV where in particular we shall provide a plausible embedding of (25) into the generalized Moyal Nahm equations.
One can see that Strachan solutions do not fit into those functions T α [φ; q, p] with φ = x µ x µ = u + v related to the SDYM case, but fit instead into the more general form involving the functions : T α [φ(w(τ, t),w(τ, t)); q, p,h] by imposing the reduction condition t = q , taking for φ the very restricted value of φ = τ discussed earlier that corresponds to f (τ + it) = 1 2 (τ + it) , g(τ − it) = 1 2 (τ − it) so that φ = f + g = τ and choosing the T α functions to be of the form :
It is fairly clear that Strachan's ansatz is a very special case of the most general one for the three functions, T α . Solutions to (27) may be obtained through iterations after expanding in even powers ofh : ψ o +h 2 ψ 2 + ..... In this way an infinite, but known, number of differential equations yields iteratively the solutions for ψ 2n . To solve this system is another matter. The most general solution to the ordinary classical continuous Toda equations has been found by Saveliev [13] . The ordinary Liouville equation can be embedded into the continuous Toda equations as follows. Given :
One may plug in the ansatz which will automatically reproduce the Liouville equation :
after performing the dimensional reduction τ = z + + z − . So, in theh = 0 limit eqs-(27) reduce to the ordinary classical continuous Toda molecule ( chain ) equations. Again, the 2 + 1 Toda equations are retrieved by inserting z + , z − for τ and taking (∂ τ ) 2 for ∂ z + ∂ z − .
3.3 The Master Legendre Transform It has been known for sometime that rotational Killing symmetry reductions of the heavenly equations lead to the continuous Toda equations [15] . The master Legendre transform between rotational Killing symmetry reductions of Ω(y ′ ,ỹ ′ , z ′ ,z ′ ,h) obeying the 4D Moyal SDG equations and ρ(τ, t, q, p,h) obeying the continuous Moyal Toda equation, eq-(25), can be defined as the map [9, 21] :
the limits in l are defined with the proviso that in the limith = 0 the zeroth order terms will survive only giving
and , as expected, the zeroth-order terms do not depend on q, p. We have performed also the stereographic projection mapping the sphere into the complex plane ( phase space of q, p). This implies that the n th order Legendre map is :
an additional dimensional reduction in (33) z ′ +z ′ = τ is of course needed to go from the 2 + 1 continuous Toda to the 2D Toda molecule equation. It is essential not to confuse the prime variables y ′ , z ′ ... with the variables y, z.... A detailed discussion of the maps between the primed and unprimed variables was given in [9] : {Ω ,z ′ , Ω ,y ′ }z′ỹ′ = 1 ↔ {Ω ,w , Ω ,w } q,p = 1.
For example, if one chooses the particular solution Ω = Ω 0 = z ′z′ + y ′ỹ′ then the (field dependent mapping) between the primed and unprimed variables is [9] :
can be added as well [19] . Hence, the Moyal deformations of the algebra (41) will be just the infinite dimensional loop algebra associated with W ∞ . Finally, Moyal deformations of the Z graded continuum Lie algebras [13] ought to be very relevant in the Moyal quantization program of the continuous Toda theory. Especially in regards to determining the differential equations for the u(τ, t, q, p,h) and κ(τ, t, q, p,h) appearing in (4, 18, 19) and in obtaining eq-(25) directly from the Lax-Brockett double commutator formalism More on this shall be said in a forthcoming publication.
V. Conclusion
We have explictly presented a class of solutions to the Moyal SU (∞) ASDYM equations in four dimensions that are related to the reductions of the generalized Moyal Nahm quations via the Ivanova-Popov ansatz. A dimensional reduction yields solutions to the Moyal deformations of the ASDG equations. The SDYM and SDG case requires a separate study. The SU (2) and continuous Moyal Toda equations have been explicitly derived and a class of solutions to the latter equations in implicit form have been provided via the LaxBrockett double commutator form . Finally, the generalized Moyal Nahm equations have been provided that should contain the continuous Moyal Toda equations after a suitable reduction, similar to the one performed by Strachan which yields the SU (2) Moyal Toda from the SU (2) Moyal Nahm equations. This reduction is currently under investigation. If one could restrict the domain of integration of the q ′ , p ′ variables to avoid vanishing boundary terms due to total derivatives, an embedding of the continuous Moyal Toda into the generalized Moyal Nahm equation may be of the type furnished in (40).
Other Moyal deformations applied to higher extended objects, p-branes , remain to be studied : the so called Moyal-Nambu-Poisson Algebras related to deformations of the volume forms. The natural deformation quantization technique is the Zariski product [22] which generalizes the Moyal product to p-branes. Octonionic and Quaternionic Moyal Nahm equations can be constructed as well using the octonionic/quaternionic structure constants instead of the ǫ αβγ tensor density. The fact that the generalized Moyal Nahm equations require 8D may have an important role in undertanding the quantum dynamics of the 11D membrane [23] and the role of W ∞ algebras [21] .
